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Aquabeads is an Arts & Crafts toy that
allows you to make exciting creations
with just beads and water! 

The beads are cute and colourful,
and easy to use - just make, spray,
flip the tray, and they stay!

Aquabeads is a safe product.
The beads are made from
non-toxic materials.

Ability to
concentrate

Imagination

Sense of
colourCreativity

Improvement of
motor skills

Aquabeads 
magically stick 
together with water, 
no string, heat or 
glue needed!

New New 

Creation DisplayCreation Display
A Creation Display allows you to show off your Aquabeads creations 
in new ways! Use the Design Pegs to attach your Aquabeads to the 

Creation Display boards to create patterns, scenes and room signs.

A Creation Display allows you to show off your Aquabeads creations 
in new ways! Use the Design Pegs to attach your Aquabeads to the 

Creation Display boards to create patterns, scenes and room signs.

New
feature:New
feature: Carry Case SetsCarry Case Sets

Decorate your Carry Case 
with your favourite creations!

Take your Aquabeads anywhere,
Display in your room to show your creations!

Take your Aquabeads anywhere! Take your Aquabeads anywhere! 
Use the storage cases to transport your Aquabeads anywhere, Use the storage cases to transport your Aquabeads anywhere, 

such as to a friend’s house or on holiday!such as to a friend’s house or on holiday!
All Carry Cases can be decorated with your own favourite creations.All Carry Cases can be decorated with your own favourite creations.

A creation Display allows you to show off your Aquabeads creations! A creation Display allows you to show off your Aquabeads creations! 
Use the Design Pegs to attach your favourite creations to the Creation Display Use the Design Pegs to attach your favourite creations to the Creation Display 

boards to create patterns, scenes or your own room signs!boards to create patterns, scenes or your own room signs!
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Deluxe Carry Case
31914

Beginners Carry Case
31912

The Deluxe Carry Case has absolutely 
everything you need to create your 
own Aquabeads world! There are so 
many fun templates to follow, 
including templates to make your own 
rings and bracelet! What will you 
create?

The Beginners Carry Case is suitable for 
those who have just begun their
Aqua beading adventure – it even comes 
with two template sheets to inspire you.
The Beginners Carry Case set comes 
complete with 900 beads in 24 colours, 
more than enough to create whatever 
your imagination desires.

Mystic Unicorn Set
31944

Create your own mystical world with the 
Mystic Unicorn Set. The set comes with 
1500 beads in 24 colours, template sheets 
and instructions. Why not create a magical 
scene on the Creation Display, or make 
wearable charms with the included key chain 
accessories.

Inspire creativity with Aquabeads star bead 
studio, the original stick with water arts and crafts 
bead activity toy. The star bead studio set 
includes over 1000 star and solid beads in 24 
colours, star shaped bead case, bead pen with 
bead picker, flip tray set, sprayer, template sheets 
and instructions. Star beads look like little stars 
and can be used to show texture. 

Star Bead Studio
31601

Enchanted World 
31837

Day on the Farm 
31838

Decorators Pouch 
31854 (Animal), 31855 (Sea Life),
31856 (Unicorn) 

Make creations featuring a mystic 
theme! There's a pegasus, mermaids, 
fairies, princesses, and trolls. When 
the bead creations are dried, mount 
onto the creation display with design 
pegs and create a magical scene.

Get ready for a Day on The Farm!
With Aquabeads you can create your 
favourite farmyard animals as well as 
tasty vegetables and fun farm vehicles. 
When the bead creations are dried, use 
the Creation Display and Design Pegs 
to create your own farming scene. Use 
the Design Pegs to make your horse's 
head move and tail swish!

Make your own unique pencil case, bead 
case or keepsake pouch with the 
Aquabeads Decorator's Pouch. Each 
pouch contains over 500 beads and 
everything you need to create fun bead 
designs to clip on the front with Design 
Pegs!

Fairy World
31766
Make creations featuring fairy world
theme, such as fairy, bunny, or a cozy
mushroom house. Make a Tiara, hair 
clip, bracelet, brooch, rings and charms 
that are all wearable! Use creation 
display and design pegs to make an 
accesory stand for your
Aquabeads accessories!

Available
in August
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31499
Sparkly Accessory Set 

30909
Mini Key Chain Pack  

Mini Jewel Set Mini Mermaid SetMini Farm Set

31771 Mini Theme
Sets

Mini Theme
Sets

Make more designs

with our refills!
Make more designs

with our refills!

Bonus
Template

Princess Tiara Set includes over 500 solid and jewel beads in 
6 colours. A 3D tiara base is included and you can actually 
wear the tiara you make! Have fun pretending to be a 
princess while wearing a flower tiara made out of 
Aquabeads! 

Princess Tiara Set
31604
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30228

Disney Princess 
Playset

30238

Disney Princess
Character Set

31606

Disney Princess
Dazzle Set

31773

Creation Cube
Disney 
Princess

31901

Disney Princess Tiara
Transform into a Dinsey 
Princess with your very own 
Tiara. Create Disney Princesses 
Belle, Rapunzel and Jasmine, 
as well as a wearable tiara with 
the Disney Princess Tiara set.
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31370

Frozen II 
Character Set

31369

Frozen II Play Set

© EPOCH

31605

Minions : The Rise of Gru
Character Set

© Universal City Studios LLC. All Rights Reserved.

31774

Creation Cube
Super Mario

31946

Super Mario
Character Set
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Sylvanian Families 
Character Set                            

31068

Bracelet Set                            
79238

Crystal Charm Set
79288

Pastel Fairy Tale Set
B 31632

Animal Friends Set
79298

Animal Buddies Set
31915

Star Friends Set
31602

Charm Maker
31770

Golden Gem Set                                                     
31048

Ocean Life Set
31769

Flower Garden Set
B 31088
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Extend your creativity with Aquabeads Theme Refill sets
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Check out our Instagram account !

@aquabeadsuk

Post with #Aquabeads and share your ideas!

Visit our website for more fun and templates!!

www.aquabeads.co.uk
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Mega Bead Trunk
31913

Pastel Solid Bead Pack
31360

Jewel Bead Pack
79178

Solid Bead Pack
79168

Star Bead Pack
31603

The Mega Bead Trunk is perfect for storing 
all of your beads, creations and any other 
Aquabeads tools you might have! You can 
even decorate your trunk with your favourite 
creations using the design pegs.

KINDSKINDSKINDSKINDS
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Never run out of beads with Aquabeads Refill sets
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